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Orders are slowing for the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 jet families -- but production growth is just getting started.
Adam Levine-Weinberg (TMFGemHunter)
Jan 22, 2017 at 11:20AM

Historically, commercial jet orders have been sharply cyclical, with boom times followed by big busts. In the past year or two,
order activity has slowed significantly at Boeing (NYSE:BA) and Airbus (NASDAQOTH:EADSY), indicating that the current
cycle is past its peak.

ORDERACTIVITY FOR THE BOEING 737 HAS SLOWED IN THE PAST TWO YEARS. IMAGE SOURCE: THE MOTLEY FOOL.

This order slowdown has made many analysts skeptical that Boeing and Airbus will be able to implement planned production
increases for their 737 and A320 narrowbody jet families. This isn't a very realistic concern. With unprecedented narrowbody
order backlogs, Boeing and Airbus remain well positioned to go ahead with plans to raise production aggressively in the next
few years.

Order activity slows, but backlogs remain massive
Between 2011 and 2015, Airbus averaged more than 1,000 net orders per year for its popular A320-series planes. During that
period, it was building less than half that number on an annual basis. Order activity declined in 2016, but Airbus still managed
to secure more than 600 net orders for the A320 family (including the new A320neo series).
As a result, Airbus ended 2016 with a record backlog of 5,645 A320-family jets. That represents more than 10 years of output
at last year's rate.
Boeing had a briefer order peak, with more than 1,000 net orders for the 737 every year from 2012 to 2014. It then added on
588 net orders in 2015 and another 550 in 2016. Even with the 737 falling behind the A320 in the order race lately, Boeing
ended last year with an impressive backlog of 4,452 unfilled orders for 737-family jets.
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BOEING ENDED 2016 WITHA BACKLOG OF 4,452 ORDERS FOR THE 737. IMAGE SOURCE: BOEING.

Can Airbus and Boeing ramp up production?
In response to strong demand, Airbus and Boeing are in the midst of dramatically increasing narrowbody output. Last year,
Airbus increased the A320 production rate from 42 per month to 46 per month. It plans to continue this production growth in the
coming years, with output topping out at 60 per month in mid-2019.
Boeing is not far behind. It is currently building 42 737s each month, but plans to boost output in each of the next three years,
reaching a production rate of 57 per month sometime in 2019.
If all of these production increases occur as planned, Boeing and Airbus will each be churning out about 675-700 narrowbody
jets annually by the end of the decade. Annual order activity has already fallen below this level and could decline further in 2017.
Furthermore, some airlines are deferring orders to later years. This doesn't impact the backlog, but it does reduce near-term
demand.
Not surprisingly, some analysts see this as a bad time to increase production. AirInsight founder Addison Schonland recently
stated that he doesn't expect Boeing and Airbus to go ahead with their planned production increases because the order
backlog has already peaked. Furthermore, he thinks that low fuel prices will encourage airlines to defer more orders.

We haven't seen this before
During many previous industry cycles, declining order activity was followed relatively quickly by production cuts. However,
aircraft manufacturers rarely had more than three or four years' worth of production in their backlogs until very recently.
Furthermore, Boeing and Airbus have more diverse customer bases today than they did even a decade ago.
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AIRCRAFT ORDER BACKLOGS AREAT UNPRECEDENTED LEVELS RIGHT NOW. IMAGE SOURCE: AIRBUS.

In short, the backlogs for the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 are truly unprecedented in terms of size. Additionally, both
manufacturers have liberally overbooked their production capacity, building in flexibility to accommodate order deferrals and
cancellations.
The risk of low fuel prices driving massive order deferrals is also overstated. Fuel efficiency is one reason for replacing older
airplanes, but it's not the only reason. As airplanes get older, they become more and more expensive to maintain. Reliability
also tends to decrease. This limits the extent to which airlines can keep older planes flying in lieu of ordering new jets.
Furthermore, replacement needs represent a relatively small proportion of narrowbody demand right now. For the next five
years, Boeing expects an average of about 200 single-aisle airplanes per year to reach the standard retirement age of 25
years. Most of the airplanes on order are needed for growth.
If the world tips into recession, it's possible that numerous airlines could cancel their growth plans, driving a wave of order
deferrals and cancellations. That would undermine the case for raising production of the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320. But a
sluggish order environment alone doesn't threaten the scheduled production increases at Boeing and Airbus.

History reveals potential Trump gold mine for 2017
We aren't politicos here at The Motley Fool. But we know a great investing opportunity when we see one.
Our analysts spotted what could be a $1.6 trillion opportunity lurking in Donald Trump's infrastructure plans. And given this
team's superb track record (more than tripling the market over the past decade*), you don't want to miss what they found.
They've picked 11 stocks poised to profit from Trump's first 100 days as president. History has shown that getting in early on a
good idea can often pay big bucks – so don't miss out on this moment.
Click here to get access to the full list!
*Stock Advisor returns as of January 3, 2017

Adam Levine-Weinberg owns shares of Boeing. The Motley Fool has no position in any of the stocks mentioned. The Motley Fool has a
disclosure policy.

Forget Netflix! We Think These 3 Companies Are Ready to Take Off
Let’s face it... cable television is on its way out and the “death of TV” means the $2.2 trillion entertainment industry is ripe for the
picking. Right now, there’s a golden opportunity to hijack cable’s profits as Americans continue ditching cable. Because we
think three stocks are poised to surge now that cable TV's days are numbered. And you’d be surprised… Netflix and
Amazon.com aren’t even on the list! Click here to learn more.
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